
                                 
First Year Seminar: After Genocide        Instructor: David Slucki           
                                                                        (Open only to first-year students) 
FYSE 124.01 CRN 13567  T, Th 12:15-1:30pm, Jewish Studies Center, JSC 210 (Levin Library) 
FYSE 124.02 CRN 13569  T, Th  1:40-2:55pm, Jewish Studies Center, JSC 210 (Levin Library) 
Genocides have left their mark throughout the twentieth century. This course will examine how societies have rebuilt in the wake of 
genocide, focusing on the aftermath of the Holocaust, and the genocides in Rwanda, Bosnia, and elsewhere. We will consider a range of 
issues that communities and the world face after wars that devastate entire countries, and that put a spotlight on the action, or inaction, of 
the global community. We will consider how individuals and societies remember the past; how the narratives of the past are constructed 
and contested; how victims seek justice for the crimes committed against them; and how neighbors find ways to live side by side in the 
aftermath of violent civil wars.  
   

First Year Seminar: Film and Media and Modern Israel             Instructor: Noa Weinberg 
                                                                        (Open only to first-year students)   
FYSE 124.05 CRN 13575  M, W 3:25pm-4:40pm, Jewish Studies Center, JSC 337 
This course will introduce students to Israeli politics and culture through film, music, television segments, and short stories. Students will 
engage such materials throughout the semester via class discussions and short written assignments. Topics will include the political 
system, the economy, religion, immigration, and education.  
 

Elementary Modern Hebrew                   Instructor: Noa Weinberg 
HBRW 101.01 CRN 10403  MWF 10:00-10:50am and W 9:00-9:50am 
                                         Jewish Studies Center, Jewish Studies Center, JSC 237 
An introduction of fundamental language structures with emphasis on acquisition of basic language skills: reading and listening 
comprehension, oral and written expression, including speaking. No prerequisite. 
 

Intermediate Modern Hebrew                   Instructor: Noa Weinberg 
HBRW 201.01 CRN 10780  MWF 11:00-11:50am and W 12:00-12:50pm 
          Jewish Studies Center, Jewish Studies Center, JSC 237 
The object of this course is the development of basic proficiency through practice in the use of basic language skills emphasized in                                              
previous courses, and the acquisition of new vocabulary. Prerequisite: HBRW 101.      
 

Jewish History II: Modern to Present                  Instructor: Joshua Shanes 
JWST 215.01 CRN 11537          T, Th 12:15-1:30pm, Jewish Studies Center, JSC 333 
JWST 215.02    CRN 11538  T, Th   1:40-2:55pm, Jewish Studies Center, JSC 333 
A survey of the social, economic, religious, and political experience of the Jewish people in the modern world, emphasizing the      
diversity  of Jewish experience and the interaction between Jews and their surrounding environments. This course counts for the 
General Education History Requirement. 
 

Introduction to Jewish-American Literature          Instructor: Ezra Cappell 
JWST 245.01 CRN 13723  ONLINE 
In this course we will survey Jewish American literature and film from the beginning of the last century through the present day.  Our goal 
will be to understand this important genre of writing and film production within the larger context of American culture. We will analyze the 
contributions of Jewish writers and directors to a variety of literary movements as we attempt to understand the complexities faced by 
Jewish artists working within the “American grain.” 
 

Special Topic:  Jews and Comedy        Instructor: David Slucki 
JWST 300.02 CRN 13638  T, Th 9:25-10:40am, Jewish Studies Center, JSC 337 
Are Jews funny? What makes a joke Jewish? Who can make Jewish jokes? Jews have been at the forefront of comedy in the United 
States. This class will look at the relationship between Jews and comedy in the twentieth century in the US and abroad, considering larger 
issues around how humor and jokes work, the centrality of comedy in modern Jewish culture, and how Jewish comedians have shaped 
modern American culture. We will consider how comedy is used as a weapon, as a defense mechanism, and what it tells us about the 
world around us.   
 

Special Topic:  Arab-Israeli Conflict                       Instructor: Yaron Ayalon 
JWST 300.03 CRN 13639  M, W 3:25-4:40pm, Jewish Studies Center, JSC 237  
The land, which for Jews is ancestral Eretz Israel and for the Arabs is Palestine, has been at the center of one of the modern world’s 
longest and most intricate disputes. This course will provide students with the background and understanding of the history of the Conflict, 
from its roots to recent developments. Through examining a wide range of sources, we will study the Conflict from multiple perspectives 
and histories. 
  

Representations of the Holocaust        Instructor: Ezra Cappell 
JWST330.01 CRN 13640   T, Th 10:50am-12:05pm, Jewish Studies Center, JSC 210 (Levin Library) 
In his Nobel Prize acceptance speech, Holocaust survivor Elie Wiesel said: “Silence encourages the tormentor, never the tormented.”   
Yet how should writers, artists, and filmmakers fill the void left by the Holocaust? In our course, we will study survivor testimonies before 
turning to second and third generation fictional representations of the Holocaust. We will analyze key themes and ideas faced by writers 
and artists: Is it ethical for writers and artists to create literature and art from the ashes of Auschwitz? Through poems, short stories, 
novels, essays, comics, paintings, photographs, and films, we will explore the difficult issue of creating ethical representations of the 
Holocaust.                           


